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Abstract: Face recognition has become relevant in recent years 
because of its potential applications. The aim of this paper is to 
find out the relevant techniques which give not only better 
accuracy also the efficient speed. There are several techniques 
available for face detection which give much better accuracy but 
the execution speed is not efficient. In this paper, a normalized 
cross-correlation template matching technique is used to solve 
this problem. According to the proposed algorithm, first different 
facial parts are detected likes mouth, eyes, and nose. If any of 
the two facial parts are found successfully then the face can be 
detected. For matching the templates with the target image, the 
template rotates at a certain angle interval. 
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I. INTRODUCTION: 

Face Detection and its recognition one of the widely used 
technology with today's growing information technology 
world. It is one of the hottest topics in the artificial 
intelligence and pattern recognition field because of its 
application in the field of public security, system 
authentication, medical fields and so on. But today due to 
different kinds of face poses and different illumination 
factors it is very difficult to detect and identify the face and 
its facial features accurately.   Template matching is a very 
common task of pattern recognition and a very high-level 
machine vision technique. It allows identifying a part of 
single or multiple images that matches a specific image 
pattern. In template matching two primary components are 
required, (I) Template Image: It is a piece of an image that 
we need to find in the source image. Here the goal is to find 
the best matching area in the test image. (II) Source Image: 
It is the image we need to find the best-matched location of 
the template image. Face detection is the first state of face 
recognition and further detection. In pattern recognition and 
computer vision technology, face detection has the most 
important value. Template matching is the best solution in 
pattern recognition technique, to find the best matching area 
for face detection.  Based on the various approach face 
detection process classified into four categories i) 
Knowledge-Based, ii) Feature-Based, iii) Template-Based 
and iv) Appearance-Based. In this paper, a template-based 
face detection technique used to identify the human face 
along with its different facial parts like eyes, nose, and 
mouth. 
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I.  REVIEW ON EXISTING WORK:  

Face detection and recognition is one of the challenging 
tasks. There are several methods are available for face 
detection and recognition. But still, it is one of the most 
important tasks. Because face detection is very much 
important for security sections in different places, crowd 
analysis and many more. There are several authors describe 
several techniques for face detection. In 2017, the authors, 
Shrinath Oza, Abdullah Khan, Nilabh Swapnil, Aayush 
Sharma, Jayashree Chaudhari, implemented an algorithm [1], 
the Restricted Boltzmann machine with the rules of deep 
learning and deep belief network for face recognition. 
According to this algorithm, it stores the face images as 
input in a database and a neural network used to ensure the 
efficiency and improvement of the recognition system 
trained the neural network greedy layer-wise. In 2018, the 
authors, Sang-II Choi, Sung-Sin Lee, Sang Tae Choi, Won-
Yong Shin [2] construct a composite feature vector for face 
recognition based on discriminant analysis. According to the 
method, they first extract the holistic features and the local 
features from the whole face image and use various types of 
local images for discriminant feature extraction. Then 
measure the amount of discriminative information in the 
individual holistic features and local features and construct a 
composite features for face recognition. In 2019, author Ru 
Wang and Xinshi Hi proposed a face recognition method by 
using template matching and neural networks[3]. In the year 
2017 the authors Namrata Singh, A. K. Daniel and Pooja 
Chaturvedi proposed a method to detect different facial parts 
using YCbCr Skin color segmentation and template 
matching techniques to detect the faces[4]. In the year 2018, 
authors Chen Yan1, Zhengqun Wang1, Yang Yang1, 
Chunlin Xu2 describe a method that detects the multi-angle 
face based on Gaussian Mixture Model and Improved 
Template Matching[5]. 

1. Different Face Detection Techniques:  

Based on the various face detection approach, this process 
classified into four categories. 

3.1) Knowledge-Based: 

Knowledge-based method is a form of artificial intelligence 
and its aim to capture human knowledge and make an 
ultimate decision. To make a decision it depends on a set of 
rules.  This approach is actually a rule-based system and the 
rules may vary with respect to the problem-solving 
approach. Example:  A face contains eyes, nose, mouth and 
they all have a certain distance with each other. The big 
problem with these kinds of approaches is to create 
appropriate rules. If the rules are not appropriate then there 
could be many false-positive detections create.  
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This approach is also not properly applicable to detect more 
than one face in multiple images. 

3.2) Feature-Based: 

The feature-based approach extracts various structural 
features from the image.  Then a classifier used to classify 
the known image features and stored them in a database.  
Now based on these known structural features the same 
classifier classifies the unknown images.  This idea 
overcomes the instinctive knowledge of classifying an 
image. In this approach, the successive rate is sufficiently 
high. 

3.3) Appearance-Based:  

The appearance-based approach based on recording the 
statistical value of pixels in an image. Basically in this 
approach, a set of training datasets used to record the 
statistical value and then these values are used to detect the 
target goal. Various appearance-based techniques are 
available to detect faces in an image. The appearance-based 
method based on the techniques of statistical analysis and 
try to find out the relevant data from the sets of image. This 
technique also used feature extraction for face detection. 

3.4) Template-Based:  

Template matching[6] is a high-level machine vision 
technique and a very common and important task in pattern 
recognition. This technique allows identifying single or 
multiple parts of an image that matches with the pre-
declared image pattern. This matching algorithm depends on 
the nature of the image and the problem that needs to solve. 
Based on this template matching techniques divided into 
two categories. 

3.4.1) Feature-Based Matching: 

When both the test image[7] and template image contain 
more than one correspondence with respect to its feature and 
control points then this kind of matching technique is used. 
In this approach, the aim is to find the pair-wise connection 
between target and source image. Here the spatial relation is 
used to perform the matching. For extracting the matching 
features spatial relation, invariant descriptor, wavelet 
different kinds of techniques used. 

3.4.2) Area-Based Matching: 

 This type of matching technique suitable when the template 
has no strong features with the target image, it provides 
directly matching over the image pixels. Some times direct 
matching template and the target image are impossible then 
the eigenvalue and eigen-spaced are used for matching. 
These values give detailed information about the image 
under various conditions, like illuminated image, color 
contrast image, etc for matching. Some times this kind of 
technique divided the target image into several sub-images 
for better matching performance. To perform the template 
matching there are two types of method available,  

i) Naive Template Matching: 

This is a basic template matching method. In this method, a 
template is created which is identical with the target image 
the with or without scaling the target image scanned by the 
template image. Finally, it returns the strongest similar 
pattern which is matched with the template image. Fig-1 
shows the example of this matching where the Naive 

template matching technique used to extract the template 
from the target image.  

 
Fig:1) (Picture of Lena) Left side: target image, right 

side: template images. 

The relation metric between the target ( ) and the template 
(   image is given by, 

                               

                       

   

 

Where, x,y,u,v are the pixel values of target and template 
images respectively. 

ii) Image Correlation Matching: 

In this method, the similarity between target and template 
image needs to calculate. For fiding the similarity, the 
pattern must be aligned properly. The similarity metric 
measure here by finding the correlation between target and 
template images.  

a) Cross-Correlation:  

When the two image size is different the finding the 
similarity metric between them cross-correlation matching is 
used. This method is similar to the convolution between two 
functions. The cross-correlation is defined as:   

                               

               
     

               

b) Normalized Cross-Correlation: 

To improve the cross-correlation matching the normalized 
cross-correlation[8] matching is used. It is the updated 
version of cross-correlation matching. The main reasons 
behind using normalized cross-correlation are, 

i) The normalized cross-correlation remains 
unchanged when the global brightness change 
that means the image intensity variations have 
much less effect on the correlation matric. 

The correlation value of two images varies from [-1, +1], 
whereas for normalized correlation in only tends to +1, 
which is easy to understand. 
The equation of normalized cross-correlation is defined as,  

                                 

  
                                   

                
 
                              

 

  
Here (x,y) is the original image;    is the mean of image 
intensity in the region under the template, t is the template 
and    represents the mean of image intensity in the template. 
Here (x,y) and ( ,v) represent 
pixel coordinates. 
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Fig: 2) Object Recognition using Template Matching 

Technique 

2. Proposed Work for Face  and Facial Parts Detection:  

In this paper, the main goal is to find out the human face 
along with its different facial parts like eyes, nose, and 
mouth from a group of people images. 
Therefore, to find out the face and facial parts of a human 
normalized cross-correlation template matching algorithm 
used in a different manner. Here to solve the above problem, 
that means to found out the human face and its facial parts’, 

it is needed to create templates for eyes, nose, mouth, and as 
well as for the faces to match. For eyes nose, mouth and 
face detection first we need to create a template database for 
each one with a fixed-sized. No template has a different size 
here. The sample of eyes, nose and mouth template are 
shown below. 

  

 
Fig:3) Eyes Template 

 

 
Fig:4) MouthTemplate 

 

 
Fig:5) Nose Template 

 

The algorithm for the proposed method given below, 
Step 1: Create a template for eyes, nose, mouth, and face 
Step 2: Accept an input image as a target image. 
Step 3: Calculate normalized cross-correlation (NCC) value 
of target and template image for eyes, nose, and mouth. 
Step 4: If NCC value 0.99 then rotate (0-360⸰) the template 
at a certain angle interval and check the NCC value. 
Step 5: If NCC values 0.99 then draw a boundary box at 
the matched area. 
Step 6: If eye, nose, and mouth any of the two found, means 
if the NCC value for eyes, nose, and mouth > 0.99, then 
check the NCC value for the face. If NCC values for 
face>0.99 that means the face and the facial parts of that 
face found. 
Step 7: If the eye, nose, and mouth any of the two found, 
means if the NCC value for eyes, nose, and mouth < 0.99, 
then print no face found. 
The diagram for the proposed algorithm is given below: 

 
Flowchart of the Proposed Algorithm 

II. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT:  

The sample of the face template shown below: 

 
Fig: 6) Face Template 

After detecting the face the result is given below, 
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Fig: 7) a) Original Image, b) After detecting various 

facial parts [nose, eyes, mouth], c) After Detecting Face 
Here more than 100 images are used to verify the algorithm. 
In this proposed method, it is needed to convert the target 
and template image into greyscale images and the template 
must the same or less size with respect to the target images. 
According to the proposed method, the limitations of this 
method are if eyes covered with color glasses cannot be 
identified and also the side faces where eyes nose and mouth 
not properly identified, no able identified the face. 
Generally, the template matching used to identify the image 
parts where it can work well with the images, regardless of 
the intensity of the image, the size of the image, etc. The 
main advantage of this method is that it can identify the 
proper and accurate region of matching. 

III. CONCLUSION 

In this, a pattern recognition technique used to identify the 
human faces along with the various facial parts. The 
Normalized Cross-Correlation technique used here to detect 
the faces and its facial parts. It is one of the efficient 
techniques to detect multiple faces in a group of people 
images. 
Generally, the correlation template matching technique takes 
time to detect, but this algorithm is fast while maintaining 
high accuracy. Finally, a GUI was created to make this 
whole process easier for all users. 
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